DATASHEET Classification

Content extraction example

Work Smarter
EasyData Classification is the innovative solution for your
unstructured content. Capable classify document based on
their content. Beside automatic identification EasyData
Classification is designed to extract valuable information to.

The future today
It’s not a concept that slowly start to be reality, it’s working!
The acceleration of Machine learning technology inside Business
processes is become a factor for modern organizations to
consider and now presented by EasyData on an Easy-Entry-level.

Data Source
That’s in our approach less interesting, we don’t care at all. You
can have an CRM, CMS where already stored content needs to be
classified or searched on specific content. Or you have a hard
drive with unstructured data what give you benefits when sorted.
To go further back in time scanned documents or even
newspapers can be recognized with modern OCR techniques.

Content Analysis
That can be anything, like the ‘old days’ we start
with Barcode recognition and go forward in time
by reading data with OCR technology on fixed or
‘fuzzy’ documents. Sophisticated Machine Learning
algorithms enables technology to classify your
documents much smarter than ever seen before.

Connection
EasyData Classification is part of our ‘Intelligent
Transformation Platform’ what will provide any sort
of API, XML, WSDL or other connection type. By
design a connection is based on configuration only.
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Getting started
Mailroom application can work in the cloud. There is no footprint
into your organizations ICT structure if you don’t want that.
Some clients like an on-premise installation, that will work to.
But to get started and working we prefer the online variant.

Detection of Automation tasks

Understanding with examples

Setting up test environment

Efficiency get implemented
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Reduce costs
Conversion of incoming documents automatically
into understandable information does not need
manual labor. Let technology do the work for your
organization.

Work faster
With the use of EasyData Classification technology
information will be quicker at the knowledge worker
desk. The use of manual tagging will be history.

Accuracy counts
The use of Classification technology let co-workers
excel in their work. Remove boring tasks from the
people in your organization will increase accuracy
and let them focus on issues that really matters.

Process control
With the introduction of automation, you give
yourself access to reporting and controlling tools.

Implementation costs
No worry about the project. We are devoted to
support you keeping the project in focus.
EasyData Classification technology let you
experience benefits in relation to the investment.
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